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Short Description

Are you always ready to challenge your opponent? Are you a pro-gamer that enjoys gaming to the fullest? Do
you feel tired and uncomfortable after a long practice session? Are you looking for a decent headphone that
sits off the ear or lightly on the ear that won't be hot and sweaty? Do you want a smaller headset that has all
of the features of an ordinary gaming headset? We have listened to many pro gamers and accumulated all
their feedback for the past three years and now we are here to provide them what they really want!
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Description

Are you always ready to challenge your opponent? Are you a pro-gamer that enjoys gaming to the fullest? Do
you feel tired and uncomfortable after a long practice session? Are you looking for a decent headphone that
sits off the ear or lightly on the ear that won't be hot and sweaty? Do you want a smaller headset that has all
of the features of an ordinary gaming headset? We have listened to many pro gamers and accumulated all
their feedback for the past three years and now we are here to provide them what they really want! The
ISURUS PRO, is designed for professional gamers for any gaming situation! The Omnidirectional microphone
allows gamer to place the microphone wherever they need it and our new drivers deliver an excellent audio
experience. The ISURUS PRO allows gamers who prefer earbuds instead of traditional gaming headphones a
more comfortable way to play!

Features

WORLD’S FIRST IN-EAR DETACHABLE MICROPHONE HEADSET
Lightweight stainless steel detachable microphone design that offers a clearer voice communication and
enhances phone call control by adjusting the microphone to ensure you have a perfect fit. You can use the
microphone while in gameplay with friends or remove the microphone for music enjoyment!

UNIQUE EARBUD DESIGN
The ISURUS PRO features a honeycomb cutout brushed shell design with the Tt eSPORTS’s battle dragon
logo. This design is inspired by our LEVEL 10 line that makes the earbuds standout at any gaming event!

DUAL MICROPHONES
Consist a dual microphones design where you can choose either to speak through the inline microphone or
via the detachable microphone. If you do not want to use the detachable microphone, you are always able to
speak via the in-line microphone!

QUALITY COMPONENTS ISURUS PRO
offers you the best sound quality and is perfect for all gamers. You can listen to music, watch movies or use it
with your phone to communicate with friends. It is the perfect headset for you with premium audio
technology and an exception design!

INLINE 3-BUTTON REMOTE
Never stop playing! Change your music on-the-fly with the 3 button in-line remote (previous, next, play &
pause button) with integrated microphone, allowing you to answer your calls and control the music with just
the push of a button. ISURUS PRO is the perfect headset when you are on the move or in a gameplay!

TANGLE-FREE FLAT CABLE ISURUS PRO
consist with tangle-free flat cables, so say goodbye to those frustrating cable tangles and have fun with the
great designed for functionality and enjoy your game and music every day!

SECURE FIT SYSTEM
Designed to nestle in the ear without entering your ear canal, the ISURUS PRO spreads contact equally across
the ear for supreme coziness and forms a cap that gives the headphones a full-spectrum of noise reduction!

POWERFUL 13.5MM NEODYMIUM DRIVER
Deliver unbeatable in-ear audio, with natural high-reliability, crisp trebles and powerful bass - allowing you to
hear and retain your daily soundtracks perfect and experience the true gaming atmosphere! Whatever your
mood you have for the day, just immerse yourself in the best quality of sound!
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3 SIZES EAR SLEEVES ISURUS PRO
comes with 3 sizes of silicone sleeves where you can choose the pair that best fits you naturally. These
awesome washable, soft silicone sleeves were designed to provide comfort in your ear canals for long hours
of use!

Specifications

Color BLAZING RED

Connector 3.5MM PLUG

Driver Unit (mm) 13.5MM

Impedance 16±15%Ω

SENSITIVITY 92±3DB

Channel STEREO

Frequency Response 20HZ ~ 20 KHZ

MAX INPUT 10MW

Plug&Play Microphone YES

External In-Line Controller YES

DETACHABLE MIC DIRECTIVITY OMNI-DIRECTIONAL

DETACHABLE MIC SENSITIVITY -44DB ± 4DB AT 1KHZ

DETACHABLE MIC FREQUENCY 100HZ ~ 5 KHZ

DETACHABLE MIC IMPEDANCE 2V2.2KΩ

IN-LINE MIC DIRECTIVITY OMNI-DIRECTIONAL

IN-LINE MIC SENSITIVITY -42DB ± 4DB AT 1KHZ

IN-LINE MIC FREQUENCY 100HZ ~ 5 KHZ

IN-LINE MIC IMPEDANCE 2V2.2KΩ

Cable Length 1.515M +- 20MM

Weight(g) 27
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Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU HT-ISF-ANIBBK-19

Weight 3.0000

Color Black/Red

Ear Connection Earbud

Connection Type 3.5mm Audio

Special Price $29.99


